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1. The Plasma Environment at

Geosynchronous Orbit

Shemlo_E. DeFor6st
UfliverSityof Colifotnio,SonOiego

Lo Jollo, California

I. IN'rROI)I_CTION

The scope of this paper is tWo-foid:

(1) To present a picture of the magnetosphere about geosynchronous orbit

(GSO} to the nonspecialist0 and

(2) To introduce a preliminary model which should be of use to spacecraft

designers as well as certain others.

The emphasis of both the environmental discussion and the model presentation

is to give information to investigators who are not necessarily engaged in magneto-

spheric research.

In designing this type of presentation° one must first ask, "why is it impor-

tant#', and "who is the audienCe ¢' . For purposes of this presentation, we assume

that the importance of the plasma environment is due to the fact that it interacts

with spacecraft sUrfaces to produce electrostatic charging. We will give only

nodding recogrlition to the important and exciting geophysical implications of the

plasma dynamics at GSO. Similarily, we will assume that a large fraction of the

intended audience will not be intimately familiar with the specialized jargon of the

magnetospheric physicist.
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Finally. we acknowledge that this paper preserlLs work in progress and that

the marly gaps in our understanding of the conditions of GSO will not be closed

until after the GEoS and SCATH,_ missions are successfully completed.

The magnetosphere is a very complicated place, and GSO is located at the

boundary of several distinct plasma regions. As can be seen from Figure 1 -

i' whlch is a new version of a much used figure by W. Hetkklla - the low altitude

plasma is a loW-temperature relatively high-density regiOn, called the plasma-

sphere (a temperature of a few electron volts and densities of I0-I000 particles/

:==ii cm 3, see Chappelll). Higher altitude plasma in general is much hotter and less

'" dense (1O00ws of electron volts _nd 1 particle/cm'3, see De'Forest and McIlwain2).

This is generally called the plasmasheet. Much of the physics governing space-

_:" craft charging at GSO is determined by the interplay of these two region_ as they

move in arid out past a space vehicle.
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: Figure 1. Magnetosphere (after Helkktla)
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During geomagnetlcally active times, all the boundarie_ _hown in Figure 1

tend to move inwards. This means that the magnetopause can occasionally pass i

it inside at GSO and expose a vehicle there to the magnetosheath particles. 3, 4 i

Russell (private conversation) has estimated that approximately 3 percent _f the

time a vehicle at GSO will be in the magnetosheath. At least one, ATS-5 was

actually exposed to the unshocked solar wind. 5 No operating anomalies are kno_'n

, to be associated with these transitions. And since the characterAstic energies of Gb

the magnetosheath particles are much lower than those of the plasmashee'., no

_. further discussion ot these regions will be presented here. HoWever, a compiete

._ ,i model must take these regions into account.

2. I,EM.:Ii_I, qtttti'llOi,O_ _IJ I)_ _qfC_

•2. l (;hdml lariulion,_

: Although the theory of plasma dyrtamics in the magnetosphere is still being

developed, rather simple considerations can be used to predict that the pla,_ma-

°_ sphere should not be spherically symmetrical at all, but should bulge on the dusk

...._ side. This has been shown repeatedly by both grourld-based and in situ measure-

ments. 1, 6, 7 FurthermOre the boundary, called the plasmapause, moves inward

_i with increasing activity. As a genervA -le, features of the plasmasphere co-

l i rotate or nearly co-rotate with the earth until they dissipate and can t,o longer be

observed. Also as a general rule, the density decreases strongly with increasing

°_' equitorialaltitude. These rules are very approximate since we are really discus-

: _ sing a type of weather.

': Since the plasmaspheric particles are not very energetic, their motions will

!_' be predominantly determined by local electric fields. This i,,_ contrasted with theL

more energetic plasmasheet particles which tend to be dominated by magnetic

effects.

_:, This difference in the dynamics of the two populations also determines certain

differences in the nature of their spectra. Plash ,sheetparticles appear suddenly

in injectionevents 2 which have a one-to-one correlation with ground based sub-

stormS. 8, 9 After injection, electrons gradient drift to the East and the ions grad-

ient drift to the West. The speed of the drift is proportional to the energy or the

_' particle. At lower energies, these motions get modified by electric field effects.

_-'. The net result is that even though the plasma is Maxwellian at the injection, the

nature of the particles that will strike a vehicle surface depends strongly on where

_ that vehicle is with respect to the location of the injection. In general, a vehicle

• will encounter high fluxes of electrons between midnight and dawn. This is simply

because they move that way shortly after injection. Contrariwise, excess energetic

_i: 39
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:, ions can be encountered In the premidnight sector. This latter situation has not

proven to be as hazardous to spacecraft operation as the former, Therefore° we

./ will tend to emphasize the electron dynamiOs in what follows.
._..: The electric fields present at GSO have not been measured directly, but they

_":) are of the order of mV/m. From this and the condition stated above, one can

' conclude that gross charge neutrality always holds for the pla,_ma. That is, after

-._ an injection° a polarization field is set up as the parttcles try to gradient drift

=,,.., apart. This field then affects the sea Of low-energy particles in such a way as to (_
reduce it.

_: The magnetic field has been measured at GSO by a variety of space vehicles

o' and is therefore reasonably ,veil=known.

_, Using plasma data from ,_TS, Mcllwain 10 derived a best fit static electric

"' field for the magnetosphere after an injection* as shown in Figure 2. Note the
o i',

_°o.. closed field lines which bulge on the dark side. This delimits the approximate

°,_ plasmapause.

-_°,ii With both electric and magnetic fields in hand. Mauk and Mcllwain 11 could go

-<- one step further and show that injections occur with a sharp well-defined spiral

-..,,- boundary. This is shown inFigure 3. This boundary moves in and outwith geo-

_ magnetic activity in a quantitative way. Confirmation of the existence of this

....'i:. boundary has been providedby Konradi eta112in theirstudiesof EX 45 data.

This boundary can be used topredictapproximatelywhere a space vehiclewill

i \_ first encounter hot electrons and thus might become a useful tool for operational

_o!: spacecraft. However, the calculationsneeded to make predictionscannotnow be
_,. made on-line. Perhaps thiswillbe a fruitfularea for futureresearch.

;!i:_

°if.' 2.2 Time Variations

_. Substorms (or plasma injections)tend to occur approximately every three

ii_J: hours. Only rarelywilla periodas long a_ a day go by withoutany significant

_ activity. 13 The giant storms which attract popular attention by creating bright

_'..' aurorae at latitudeswhich are heavilypopulatedand by affectingradiotransmis-
"2 .

_=;: slons are composed by several substorms occurring in so rapid a succession that
=°:_:_, the magnetosp',ere does not have time to recover between them. Then each sue-

-_.!" cesslve it_jection delivers particles deeper in. Both periods of extreme quiet and

_i extreme activity can be predicted with some accuracy by solar observations, The:: same isnot trueof substorms. Whipple (thisconference)has _tatedthathe believes

thata suitableprecurser can be foundfor substorms, and Rostaker14 has

o[_

:y_! ,M

•; *Actual fields during injection are undefined and during very quiet times the field:_,

_!, at GSO is much srcallerthanshown here. Therefore, thisfieldisatbesta use-
_I approximation.

o.
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: !'Ii' postulated a certain type of wave activity before a substorm based on observations
_fl ,_,

- o._ from standard g_'ound-based magnetometers.
A'!,,.

•"_' On the IonSer time scale, the frequency of all kinds of geomagnetic activity is

::,,;_. determined by the solar cycle and we are approachir_g a solar maximum so we can

:_/. expect more activity ttl the next couple of years.
...._ Recent _.ork 15 has shown that there might be periods wheti the sun is very

.H t

_"" quiet and no sun spots or auroral activity is seen for tens of years. This is cur-

i_,;}_/i rent research, but we are unlikely to enter SuCh a quiet condition in time to affect

....._!! design of present day spacecra_.

/_!: Time variations with periods _nueh shorter than associated with substorms

_": are probably not global in nature, but localized events as discussed in tl_e next
i::_:/ section.

_i::' 3. DETAILED OBSERVATIONS _,NI) EVENTS

:*_;: 3.[ Observations

_." The direct measurements of the plasfna distribution ttmctlon at GSO are very

:'g. limited. In spite of the great popularity of this orbit for operational Spacecraft,

-_:_ only three semiresearch oriented space vehicles have flown there (ATS-i, 5 and

_:il 6). Many spacecraft have made cuts through this region, but since these cuts

_i_. come at large intervals (for example, 2 days) and last for only minutes, they do

_-:_ii not allow detailed studies. Low altit1_de-hi_h inclination vehicles can detect par-
...._£' ticles that wiil traverse the GSO equitorial region, but uncertainties about the

_ proper mapping make inferences difficult (and a fruit_l area for further research).

=_ii Although a low-energy instrument Was carried on ATS-,I, 16 it did riot have the

_'_ energy resolution necessary to measure the spectra. This means that most of our

_,_: information comes from the UCSD instruments on ATS._5 and 6. We ea/terly await

_';" the observations of GEOS (launch in Sprin_ 19771 and SCATHA (launch in Fall 19781

=_'," to augment the data base. Of particular interest will be the mass spectrometer
_!': results and the various field measurements.

_!:" 3.2 _aves

_, Many classes of waves exist in the magnetosphere with periods of many see-
....: ends to VLF waves. Some theorists would even consider substorms a wave

_:_'_' phenomena.

• It ts far beyond the scope of this paper to review the types of w_ves that have

, _!! been observed. Therefore, we will present a single example of a type of wave
--_':: which might be able to affect spaceci'afl operations. This is a Pc4 wave of the type

-?i'i which has been seen on geosynchronous spacecraft equipped with .magnetometers

_.! 42
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-,_ for quite some years. 17 However the work shown her0 -which is taken from a

0:_ paper being prepared by DeForest, Cumnltngs, and l_icPherson for submission to

_,, if!: the JoUrnal of Geophysical Research - is the first observation when both particle
_:. and field measurements were available. The spectrogram in Fi_tr_ 4 shows the

::_i; modulation produced in a detector paz_ked looking West during the Wave event

_"_:," (readers unfamiliar with spectrograms should refer to the description tn Dei_orest

i_';i" and McIlwaln2}. Fortunately, this detector was parked while another detector

,_!: raced East and a third looked radially outward. This allowed us to calculate the
,:_ flow velocity i.gnplicit in the modulations. From that information and the known

_ magnetic field,thecomplete wave can be described. (Strictlyspeaking,only the

_': component ot flow in the plane Of the detectors is measured. )

_,_: The part ot ttils type of wave which really conCernS the spacecraft designer is
__:!_ thatthe modulationsin Figur_4 representflowsof 150-200km/sec witha period

=_'_i of 150 sec. By comparison, a 50 eV proton ha,q only a speed of 100 km/sec. This _i

-'_ means thatfirstone sideo_ :hespace vehiclethanthe otherwillexperience_i il
i?il depletion of the lowest energy particles. We do riot know yet what effects this l
:.;_: might have.

_;i" We expectwiththe launchof SCATHA to detectwaves interactionsallthe way
_ up tO VLF frequencies. Such waves might be able to couple directly into space-

o_ craR harness and chan_e logic states.

_j4

I'lux,'_....: 3.3 Field _lign,'d "
_.

=_:: one of the outstandingdiscoveriesof ATS-6 is theoccasionalpresence of
....- 18

; intensefield-alignedflUxesof electrons. Detailedstudiesof thegeneralanisot-
_,_.,;._ ropy are stillinprogress, but the situationat presentis thata well-developedloss

=_i'. cone can exist for high-energy particles at the same time that a "soUrce cone" or

_i: field-alignedfluxexistsfor lower energy particles. Similarly,theelectronscan

_'_ show excess field-aligned fluxes at the same tithe that the ions show a loss cone.

=_!i: Examples of these situations are shown in Figures 5 to 8. These were taken from
19

o_:'_: a talkgivenby Mauk.
_'.

.)_i We do not yet know how these anisotroples fit into magnetospheric dynamics.

_,'i Even worse, we are unable toquotegood statisticson theiroccurrence since

_-"_ whether they are observed or not is in gt'eat part an artifact of the orbit and often-

' _' tation of the detector.

"°P!_: Ilowever, we do know 20 that the fluxes of field-alit_med electrons can at times

:i_, completely domlnatc the charging in c_vittes at the ends of spacecraft. This is !
=_: true even though the total anlsotroplc component is small compared to the tsotropic t
_'_:_'.'.

:_;_'_ componel,;.

_ °................:..............' . ,. i rl,_ , -,,
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Ft_'ure 4. Spectrogram o2 Pc4 Event
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3.3 Comments

We are still finding new pl "_a phenomena at GSO. We understand the ovt..,

all patterns fairly weli and az'e makin_ progress 0n understanding such things as

waves. But one must always remembe_ that this is a very complex environment, i

When certain classes of operating anomalies fall to correlate with substorm

injections or other indications of activity, the reason might simply be that the
,!

spacecraft was inadvertently oriented in a mannee that protected it. Next time

i a_ound the spacecraft might slew in orbit or the magnetic field might tip. The _._

new type of anomaly might be recorded, Since operational spacecraft do not nor-

maUy carry either envir0nrhental monitors or even local noise counters, the r _-1

cause o£ the event can only be guessed, and that guessing can be very expensiw

A convenient comparison is to say that substorms are like the earthly thunder-

storms that we can predict and tmderstand reasonably well. Many ot these unusual

:: events are like tornados. We under-stand a little about them. We know they are

: associated with larger events, and they are potentially dangerous. :

i

4. _|OI)EL

The general p_'oblem of modeling this environment is quite difficult because ot

the inherent complexity of plasma interactions. One can easily name 21 different

independent parameters that would have to be specified as a function of time to

represent the environment. And that would be possible only by assuming a
Maxwellian distribution for the various constituents.

The particular problem of providing a simple model to the spacecraft designer

is also difficult since blindiy specifying the worst case for all parameters could

: result in severe ovel'design and waste.

The initial model proposed in this study was to select representative days

from the five years of available ATS-5 data and add to this a model of field-aligned

flUxes and loW-ene_'gy plasmas that had beeri derived from the more recetit ATS-6

data. This approach has the benefit of p/-ovtdtrig users with real data suitable for

computer modeiin_ in a relatively quick and low cost way.

Six days have been pici:ed which have examples of many different types of

activity.

However, the potential users at this conference have expressed a desire for an

even stmpler environmental specification even though they realize it would not be

as definitive. Therefore, We are currently reassembling the available data to

assemble such a simplified model in a timely fashion.

One observation that can be of use is shown in Figure 9. Data for a whole

year were scanned to find those substorms which occurred in the immediate
i
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INTEGRAL ELECTRON PROPERTIES AT INJECTION (ATS-5)
_, 102 ,
_i ....... I ' _ .... I _ , ....
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• ?_s0.s.03t

)!i_ I0"I01 102 IO_' 104

_c, Figure 9. Energy Flux Versus Number Flux of
Electrons at GSO.

_ vicinity of ATS-5. Then the measured energy flux was plotted against the rmmber

,_,, i'Ltlx.Far from being random, the pointsare well-ordered,ifsomewhat confusing.

= o_,,. A slope of 1 on the fig_tre would indicate a constant temperature. That is definitely

°_i_i_ not the case, but no suitable explanation for the shape has yet been proposed. Still

_: We can fit a curve to these points and eliminate at least on4_variable in the model.

We will ttse such simplifications and assumptions to derive a probability of

_;:; encountering fluxes above a given level. Then the designer Can determine an

_ appropriate design specification based on his particular mission. The exact form

of this simplified specification has not been determined at the time of this writing,

=.:, but we hope to complete it before the end of the year. Work will cofitinue of the
e-'_

: _: more complete model, but only after the simplified _,ersion has been distributed.

{
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Appendix A

Prelimih_ry Ehvimnmehtal Speci_4icMionfor G_osynchronousOrbif

!. (}_IMIIIIIEC'I'iO_ XI, i".I,EI:TII(I_ I"t,I _E,_

Data tor a complete year (1970) were scanned using ATS-5. The relative

occurrence Of number fluxes greater than any amount was computed and is shown

in Figure _1. The data included in the figure are not all injections0 but only those

that occurred in the immediate vicinity of the spacecraft and hence did not have

time to disperse by gradient drifting before the measurement was made. The last

measured point is at 1.5 × 10 -4 part/cm 2 _r sec. The curve has been arbitrarily

extended to 100 percent at 10 "6. From this curve, we can define two relevant

flu_ces:

(I) 10-3 part/cm 2 sr see for typlcalexposure.

(2) 10-2 part/crn 2 sr sec for extreme exposure.

The second limit is somewhat arbitrary, but should be a safe design limit.

The probability of exceeding 10-2 in a year is probably less than I part in 104.

Using the electron correlation data of the main text, we can now estimate the

corresponding energy fluxes as:

l i

100

8O

O

40
=,,

0 _ _
I0z I0_ I04

Jm{portitle$Icme srs_c)x10.6

Figure A*I. Helative Occurrence of Number
Fluxes Greater than any Amount.
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(l) 16 erg/cm 2 sec eV (average energy = 16, 000 ev).

(2) 770 erg/cm 2 sec eV(average energy = 77, 000 ev).

The worse case from the spacecraft chargtn_ view probably Comes when this

electron flux is neutralized not by the corresponding injected ion flux, but by lower

energy ions. If we assume that the sunlit side of the vehicle is held at ground whilc

the dark side is bombarded by these fluxes, then the _naxir_um electrostatic stress

is placed on the surface.

2. UNIDIRECTIONM.EI.ECTRON FI,UXES

To si.mulate electrostatic fluxes that might be placed on surfaces lining caVi-

ties on space vehicles, one should assume that the Whole surface is held to ground

while the cavity is exposed to a 3.5 ° wide electron beam. Since as was also shown

in the text, the ions can be deficient in the classical "loss" cone, we take as a

limit, no ions at all. Then we can use the work Cited earliei _ (reference 20) for

typical and worse cases.

(1) Typical

Flux = 2 × 109 electrons/cm 2 sec

E = 220 eV

(2) Worst Case

FlUx = 3.5 × i08 eiectrons/cm 2 sec

E = 2200 eV •

The user is warned that the statistics on the occurrence of these field-aligned

fluxes is still poor. The numbers above are based on 20 e_,ents. The second event

was named as worse case because of the higher energies. A more conservative

_i approach might be to assume both the higher flux and higher energy occur simul-

taneously even though this has not been observed,

3. USE OF Tills _|ODEi,

The numbers presented in this appendix are not meant to represent an envi-

I ronmental specification in final sense. They are meant to give typical andany

maximum fluxes that might reasonably be expected so that designers can at least

make a start without utilizing a full computer simulation. Special events such as

rapid flows, waves, or fluxes of heavy ions will be considered in the more devel-

oped models to follow.
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